
ServiceNow® HR Service Delivery
Deliver a unified employee experience for your workforce while improving 
enterprise-wide productivity

Organizations must transform how work gets performed with digital engagement channels 
to support your flexible workforce. Employees require connected, enterprise experiences to 
navigate their personal and professional cross-departmental journeys and remain 
productive. At the same time, organizations need to be able to deliver these services 
efficiently, while establishing the technology foundation for long-term organizational agility. 
With ServiceNow® HR Service Delivery you can boost productivity and operational efficiency 
with a unified employee experience platform, empower and support your workforce from 
anywhere, and deliver connected enterprise-wide employee journeys.

Provide a unified employee service experience

Simplifying access to the systems and information your employees need is crucial to building 
positive employee experiences. With ServiceNow® Employee Center, organizations can 
provide a single unified portal for multi-department service delivery, enabling organizations 
to easily scale their service solutions across IT, HR, Workplace Services, and Legal so 
employees can easily find information, get help, and request the services they need. 
Through personalized, AI driven content recommendations, targeted campaigns and 
content automation, HR departments can serve up timely, relevant information and 
announcements to employees based on their location, role, and job type. Organizations will 
be able to measure and track the effectiveness of campaigns with embedded analytics 
and improve the employee feedback loop by acting on feedback collected within listening 
posts.

Employee Center puts employee first. With Curated Experiences, administrators can 
organize various content around topics through dynamic topic pages to create an 
employee-centric experience that brings together content, like service catalog items and 
knowledge based articles, for enhanced self-service. And the best part, you can let your 
employees view HR requests, complete tasks, request help, received targeted mobile 
content and push notifications, chat with a virtual     

Key Benefits

• Boost productivity and 
operational efficiency with a 
unified employee 
experience platform

• Drive HR productivity with 
a purpose-built workspace

• Support your hybrid 
workforce from anywhere 
with enterprise-wide 
employee journeys

• Easily scale service delivery 
solutions across IT, HR, 
Workplace Services, Legal 
and Procurement

• Improve productivity with 
the ability to put relevant 
and frequently used apps 
at the forefront of 
the experience 

• Deliver targeted campaigns 
and announcements to 
employees based on their 
role, location, or job type

• Interact with employees and 
resolve cases faster from a 
single workspace to improve 
HR efficiency

• Create workflows that help 
employees navigate 
complex career journeys in 
moments that matter

Employee Center delivers a single unified portal for multi-
department service delivery. 
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agent, and more on-the-go using the Now Mobile app for HR Service Delivery. 

Deliver improved service experiences and operational efficiency

Improving HR agent efficiency is key to delivering an enhanced employee experience for 
your workforce. With ServiceNow® HR Service Delivery HR Agent Workspace, HR agents can 
interact with employees, respond to inquiries, and resolve issues quickly in a single pane view. 
This configurable service desk application puts all the tools you need in one place so that you 
can assist employee with their needs. HR agents are also empowered to view, update, and 
close HR cases from their mobile device using ServiceNow® Mobile Agent app for HR Service 
Delivery – reducing case resolution time and quickly updating team members while away 
from the office or workspace.

Furthermore, administrators can leverage Employee Relations features to create and 
maintain confidential employee relations cases to record disciplinary issues in the workplace, 
such as reporting co-worker misconduct. This includes tracking evidence artifacts of cases, 
viewing case timelines to understand the sequence of events, leveraging a library of reusable 
templates for employee interviews, and scheduling interviews in Microsoft Outlook directly 
from ServiceNow®. With the Anonymous Report Center provides a safe space for employees 
to report concerns.

Streamline complex processes with automated workflows

With ServiceNow® Employee Journey Management, HR teams can craft complete workflows 
that span the enterprise, connecting disparate processes and siloed systems, with no coding 
required. Managers can personalize these workflows with no-code tools to fit the unique 
needs of departments, teams, and even individuals. As a result, employees have access to all 
the resources they need in one place, so they don’t have to click through multiple systems to 
complete tasks like adjusting benefits, participating in trainings, and getting help.

Employee Journey Management delivers a range of solutions to help support employees 
through complex career journeys, including Journey Accelerator (helps managers created 
customized, role-based plans for employees), Listening Posts (provides employee pulse 
surveys for real-time feedback), and Learning Posts (delivers learning content in the flow of 
work). Additionally, Lifecycle Events and Employee Experience Packs automates complex 
processes across the organizations and enables faster adoption of new, innovative employee 
experience with pre-configured templates, content, and workflows. 
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HR Service Delivery
HR Service Delivery provides an 
enhanced employee experience 
with a unified destination to manage 
their work needs while hiding back-
end cross-departmental complexity.

• Employee Center, provide a 
single unified portal for multi-
department service delivery

• Case and Knowledge 
Management, standardize 
documentation, manage 
employee relations, and fulfill 
requests

• Anonymous Report Center, 
create a safe space for 
employees to report concerns

• Employee Journey Management, 
improve the employee 
experience as employees 
navigate challenging moments in 
their career 

• Now Mobile, simplify employee 
self-service with a native mobile 
app

• Enterprise Onboarding and 
Transitions, deliver great 
employee experiences across the 
moments that matter

• Universal Request, provide a 
unified employee service 
experience and improve agent 
collaboration

• Virtual Agent, resolve issues faster 
and support employees 24/7 with 
intelligent chatbots

• Performance Analytics, measure 
KPIs to track HR performance 
over time

• Predictive Intelligence, 
categorize general inquiries by 
combining machine learning and 
historical data

Enhance the employee experience with Journey Accelerator and Learning Posts


